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The modules in this workbook will provide
you with the knowledge and tools to help
your customers get the best results from their
heated SpaceKraft® IBCs.

October 2019

Developed by Argus Heating — SpaceKraft’s IBC heating partner.

About this training
The modules covered in this workbook have been
designed to provide SpaceKraft’s sales team with
a comprehensive understanding of the features,
benefits, applications, and best practice use of
single-trip foil heaters.
After completing this training, you will have the
knowledge and tools you need to confidently
recommend and support your customers with
their heated IBC solution.
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Module 1

Product and
applications
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What is a
single-trip
foil heater?

• Laminations of
Kraft paper and
aluminium foil
• Silicone rubber
heat cable

• THIS WAY UP label
• Thermostats
• Earth pin
• Power cord label
• Power cable with
moulded IEC 60320
C14 appliance inlet

Applications

Food stuffs, oils and fats, chemicals, and pharmaceutical
ingredients can thicken or even become completely solid
as they cool during storage or transportation, making
them difficult to decant.
The list on this page shows some of the products that
may require heating in an IBC.
Anhydrous milk
fat

Fructose

Liquid sugar

Emulsions

Butter milk

Glucose

Polyols

Glycerine

Vegetable based
sweeteners:

Malt extract

Lubricants

corn syrup,
tapioca syrup,
brown rice syrup
etc.

Vegetable paste

Lanolin

Malt extract

Natural latex

Chocolate

Pharmaceuticals

Ghee
Palm oil
Coconut oil
Cocoa butter
Other edible oils
/ vegetable oils /
fish oils
Liquid cheeses
Syrups

Tallow

Plasticisers

Caramel

Greases

Paraffin wax

Fruit juice
concentrate

Detergents

Printing ink

Drilling fluids

Starch

Honey
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Lube oil additives Glues / adhesives
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Advantages
and benefits

Application

• Very safe.
• Cost effective, and can reduce capital costs
ER
AT
UP

• No need for warm rooms or steam baths.
• Heat at the point of end use.

The heater is fitted into the base of an
IBC before filling.
When the IBC arrives at its destination
the heater is connected to a power
supply and gradually warms the
product until it can be easily decanted.

• Heat only what you need, when you need it.
• Can reduce labour and unnecessary handling.

Features

Benefits

• Designed specifically for your IBC and
product combination

• A foil heater designed specifically for your IBC and
product combination provides safe and reliable heating.

• Silicone rubber insulated heating cable

• Even distribution of heat across the surface of the
heater.

• Lightweight construction using
laminations of craft paper and
aluminium foil
• Over-temperature circuits for added
protection
• 230V or 120V options available.
• Designed and manufactured to be
compliant with AS/NZS 60335.2.30:2009

Understanding
IBC heating:
transfer of
energy

Advantages
• Highly efficient source of heat due to direct contact
with the liner bag.

HE
Y
LL
WA
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Electric single-trip
heater used in the
base of an IBC to
heat food stuffs, oils
and fats, chemicals,
and pharmaceutical
ingredients that can
thicken or solidify
during transportation
and storage.

A single-trip foil heater provides a cost
effective, efficient, and reliable
solution for heating products that can
thicken or become solid as they cool.

• Argus Heating’s single-trip foil heaters are 97%
recyclable.
• Very light and easy to handle.
• Heater output up to 1100W, designed to suit your
application.
• Established manufacturer with standardised processes
and product testing provides peace of mind regarding
product safety and performance.

Convection
Heating is all about the
transfer of energy
It is limited by the ability of a
material (or product) to accept
energy (in the form of heat)
A single-trip foil heater is
highly efficient because it is in
close contact with the product
being heated.
First it acts by conduction.
As the product liquefies,
convection aids the melting/
heating process.
Conduction
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Understanding
IBC heating:
phase change

Some materials (fats) change
their state from solid to liquid.
This is known as phase change.

Layer in close
contact melts first

Others only require heating
to improve viscosity, achieve a
desired process temperature, or
to keep additives in solution.
Fats are comprised of food acids
called triglycerides. Each acid
has a different melt point.
Solid fats are good insulators.
The composition of the product
determines its melt behaviour
(ability to absorb energy).

Understanding
IBC heating:
heat loss

The total heat source energy (i.e.
the energy output of the heater)
is divided either two or three
ways depending on if a phase
change is required.

Convection moves
heat up the wall of
the IBC

When the base
and sides are liquid
the convection
currents help
distribute the heat
and ‘abrade’ the
un-melted product

Phase
change

Temp
increase

Heat loss

1 Heat losses. The greater the
difference between ambient
and IBC temperature, the
more heat energy is lost.
i.e. as the IBC gets hotter,
a greater percentage of
available energy is lost
2 Energy to cause change in
temperature.
3 Energy necessary to change
material state (phase change).
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• When heating a product with
no phase change (such as water)
convection starts straight away.
• If the energy lost equals the total
ouput of the heater the system
has reached equilibrium and no
further heating or phase change
can occur.
• Airflow around the IBC can
increase heat loss. For optimal and
consistent heat-up performance a
warm draught-free environment is
recommended.
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Understanding
IBC heating:
why higher
output isn’t
always the
answer

If a product is liquid, it is free to move
and distribute heat.

Risk of overheating:

When there is a mix of solid and
liquid product:
• The heat energy causes the liquid
to heat up.
• The solid continues to absorb
energy and make a phase change.
Too hot

Still cold

It is possible to overheat the liquid component while waiting for the
solid to melt. The composition of the product determines its ability to
absorb heat.
A combination of understanding the product characteristics and trialling
the product, IBC, and heater combination will determine the optimum
heater output.

Recycling
Argus Heating’s IBC foil heaters are manufactured
from 97% recyclable materials.
1

The aluminum foil is
100% recyclable.

2

The craft paper
backing is 100%
recyclable.

3

The heating cable can
be stripped from the
foil and recycled
through a non-ferrous
metal recycler.

4

5
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The power cord can be
cut off and recycled
through a non-ferrous
metal recycler.

1
4
3

5

2

The control thermostat
assembly cannot
currently be recycled.
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Module 2

Safety and
handling
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Important
safety
information

• Only use a heater designed for your
IBC and product.
• Use the correct supply voltage
(either 230V or 110V) for the heater
(refer to the following page).
• Test the heater before filling the
liner bag.
• Reject and quarantine a heater that
fails the recommended IBC heater
tests.

Incorrect use of a foil heater
could result in electrical
shock, burns, fire, heater
failure and/or damage to
the heated product.

• Always supply mains power through
a protective Residual Current
Device (RCD) or Ground Fault Circuit
Interrupter (GFCI).
• Only connect power cords and
electrical devices that are correctly
rated and defect free.

Heater
labelling

Every foil heater has a label
attached to the power
cord. These labels contain
important safety and
product information.

220-240 V

110-120 V

Before using the foil heater,
check that the product
labels are in good condition
and are easy to read.
110-120 V

220-240 V
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Voltage

Serial number

Check this is
correct for
the country
of use.

A unique
number
identifying each
heater. Use
this number
to record test
results.

Safety
information

Rated power, model no.
and thermostat
Check these are correct
for IBC and product.
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Power cord
specifications

The entire power cord/adapter lead must
be rated in excess of the rated power of
the IBC heater. We recommend that you
add an additional safety factor:
• 220-240 V IBC heaters rated up to 1500 W
10 A plug and C13 socket, 1.0 mm² cable.
• 100-120 V IBC heaters rated up to 1300 W
13 A plug and C13 socket, 16 G AWG cable.
• 100-120 V IBC heaters rated up to 1500 W
15 A plug and C13 socket, 14 G AWG cable.
Carefully check power cords before use.
• Do not use a computer cord.
• The power cord for the heater and
the adapter lead should be of similar
diameter.

Do not use the heater
if you are unsure of
the rating of any of the
components.
Inspect the power cord,
plug and socket for
damage before each use.
Do not use if you see signs
of damage.

• If the cords have obviously different
diameters, check their ratings
carefully. Ratings will be embossed on
the components.

Handling
foil heaters

Follow these guidelines to minimise the risk of damage to foil heaters
during handling.

Separate the power cords.
Start from the top and
gently ease the cords clear.

Coil the cords on top of
the heater and hold them
securely in one hand as
you lift.

Lift heaters from the edges
with a gentle arc in the
heater and place them
down flat.

Remember
• Avoid folding, except as part
of a cassette assembly
• Avoid localised folding
or bending
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• Lift from the edges
• Work on a flat surface
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Installing
foil heaters

Installing the heater the correct way up is critical.
The product inside the IBC will not heat correctly and the heater could
cause damage to the liner bag and the IBC if installed upside down.

Position
the heater
with the
INSTALL
HEATER THIS
WAY UP
label facing
upwards.

INSTALL HEATER
THIS WAY UP

Make sure there are no objects on
the surface of the heater (between
the heater and the liner bag).

Position the
power cord
so it sits securely
into the corner
of the base
and side wall
(refer to images
above).
Make sure the
plug is easily
accessible once
the IBC is full.
Do not pull on
the power cord.

Position the power cord so it sits securely into the corner of the base and
side wall of the IBC without bridging or creating tension.
Do not pull on the power cord with excessive force at any time as this can
damage the heater and prevent it from working.

Filling the
liner bag

Take care when filling the IBC liner bag.
It is important to provide clear instructions to those responsible for
filling the IBC, and to explain the risks and causes of heater failure.

The main causes of an IBC heater failure are:

1
2

3
4

Voids between
the liner bag and
the IBC.
Objects (e.g. gravel,
grit, or packaging)
between the heater
and liner bag.
Extra folds in the
liner bag where it
touches the heater.

1

2

3

4

Bridging of the liner
bag at corners of
the IBC.
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Before connecting the heater to the power source check:

Important
electrical
checks before
connecting to
power source

Male plug is used
with matching
female socket.

A Residual Current
Device (RCD) or
Ground Fault Circuit
Interrupter (GFCI)
is connected.
SOCKET PLUG

Correct power
supply plug for
country of use.

The power supply rating
on the power cord label
matches the input
voltage (230V or 110V).

Adapter lead, plug and
socket are correctly rated
for the heater.
Ratings are embossed on
these components.
TIP: The cables should be
of similar diameter.

Dispensing
product

Do not operate the IBC heater with less
than 100 mm of product covering the entire
bottom surface of the IBC while the power
supply is turned on.
It is recommended that the heater is turned
off before decanting.
However, it is common for IBCs to be tilted
forward to speed the discharge and ensure
maximum product is recovered. In this
situation, the highest edge of the heater
must always have more than 100 mm of
product above it.

At least 100 mm of
product covering the
entire bottom
surface of the IBC
100 mm
Heater

Minimum level at
which heater can be
left powered
100 mm above
highest edge
of heater

Heater

The red dotted line in the pictures at right
indicates the minimum level at which the
heater can be left powered. Below this level
the heater should be turned off.
At lower product levels, the back edge of
the heater is exposed. This section can then
overheat leading to possible scorching or
damage to the liner bag.
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Minimum level at
which heater can be
left powered
100 mm above
highest edge
of heater

Heater exposed
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Module 3

Testing procedures
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Importance
of testing

Electrical testing is recommended at
every stage of the process to ensure a
safe and functional heater is passed on.
• Testing before filling ensures the
heater is working.
• Testing after filling confirms the
heater has not been damaged during
filling and a functional heater is being
passed on to the end user.
The person carrying out the testing
does not need a formal electrical
qualification but they need to be
trained on the correct procedure.

Confirm the requirements
of local regulations for
appliance testing and
regularly check for any
updates.

Local regulations may require
different tests and any changes to
test procedures must be made by an
electrically qualified person.

Test
equipment

The electrical test procedures for IBC
foil heaters are the same as those used
for portable appliances.
We recommend you use the following
equipment:

POWER

HOLD

• Portable Appliance Tester (PAT Tester).
• Argus Heating circuit indicator (or a
multimeter) and a megohmmeter.

Stock code
XXX1
XXX2
XXX3
XXX4

Min Ω

Max Ω

10.5
11.5

14.7
13.7

43.9

53.2

15.0

17.7

Foil heater circuit indicator
Argus Heating’s foil heater circuit
indicator can be used instead of a
multimeter to provide an uncalibrated
indication of the heater’s circuit
resistance. It is very simple to use and
is supplied with a label indicating the
acceptable circuit resistance range for
your foil heater.
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Argus Heating’s foil heater
circuit indicator confirms
that your foil heater’s
circuit is intact and has
not been damaged by any
of the prior procedures
during installation or
transportation.
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Recommended
tests

The heaters should be tested at every stage of the process to make
sure they are electrically safe, working correctly, and compliant with
local safety regulations.
Full details of these tests are provided in the Foil Heater Handbook.
Stage

Recommended tests

Before installation

Test 1: Visual Inspection
Test 2: Earthing Continuity (Bond)
Test 3: Insulation Resistance
Test 4: Function/Operation

After installation

Test 1: Visual Inspection – especially power cord
Test 4: Function/Operation

After filling

Test 1: Visual Inspection – especially power cord
Test 4: Function/Operation

Before dispatch
Before final use

Test 4: Function/Operation
Test 1: Visual Inspection – especially details on power cord are correct
for country and use
Test 4: Function/Operation

Visual
inspection

Look for damage and check that the heater
is in good condition.
Check the following:
• Heater: no damage (rips in the foil or backing
paper).
• Heater: no sharp points or edges.
• Power cord: in good condition and undamaged.
• Position of power cord: Over the edge of the IBC
so it remains accessible after filling. Once the IBC is
filled, place the cord on top of the filled bag prior
to shipping.
• Product label: attached to power cord, in good
condition and easy to read. The product label
includes product information, important safety
warnings, and a unique serial number.
• Check that the model number and voltage match
the product requirements and country of use.
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Function/
operation
(circuit
resistance)

Connect the circuit indicator, ohmmeter, or
multimeter to the heater using an Argus adapter
lead or the standard red and black test leads.
• Measure the resistance of the foil heater element
between the live and neutral pins on the plug.
• Check that there is a resistance measurement
showing on the screen.

POWER

• Compare the resistance measurement with the
heater specification sheet, or with the acceptable
circuit resistance range for your heater as shown
on the circuit indicator label. If the reading is
outside of the specified range, the heater should
not be used.
• Check: the measurement is between the
minimum and maximum values (refer to heater
specification sheet or circuit indicator label).

HOLD

Stock code
XXX1
XXX2
XXX3
XXX4

Min Ω

Max Ω

10.5
11.5

14.7
13.7

43.9

53.2

15.0

17.7

Important:
heaters must
be tested cold.

• Note: if using an Argus Heating circuit indicator,
you will see wider tolerances on the label than
those shown on the heater specification sheet.
This is to allow for variables such as test lead
resistance.

Record of
test results

Record of test results

The record of test results
form is provided in the
Foil Heater Handbook
and can be photocopied
for your own use.
Use it to record
the results of the
testing regime.

Product stock code
Inspector name
Serial
number

1

1124

Visual
inspection

Inspection date
Company name
Earthing Insulation
continuity resistance

(pre-installation)

< 1.0 Ω

> 50 MΩ

✔

✔

✔

N

N

N

Circuit
resistance
XX.X Ω
P or F

Test
Visual
inspection operator
initial
(postinstallation)

(Pass if the circuit
resistance measurement
is between the min.
and max. values on the
heater power cord label)

✔

14.2 (P)

N

AB

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
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Faulty heaters

Argus Heating is proud to design and manufacture
high quality products that are tailored to our
customers’ needs. We will investigate any foil heater
that is faulty or performing poorly.
If a heater fails any of the recommended tests it
should be rejected and quarantined for further
inspection.
To return a faulty heater to Argus Heating:
• The end user of the heater should contact their
SpaceKraft representative in the first instance.
• Work through the incident and return process with
the end user. Make sure you get the heater’s model
number and serial number (found on the power
cord label) and take photos of the damage.
• Follow SpaceKraft’s procedure for arranging return
of the heater to Argus Heating.
• We will investigate the problem and report our
findings as soon as possible.
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Module 4

Troubleshooting
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How long will
my product take
to heat?

Products differ in their density, energy
requirements, and target temperatures.
The majority of products will take 1-3
days to reach the target temperature.
Only ‘real world’ testing can determine
the actual time.
The effect of ambient temperature
and airflow on heating performance
• Foil heaters will perform best at
ambient temperatures in the range of
15 - 25 °C (59 °F - 77 °F).
• At temperatures colder than 15 °C
(59 °F) the product will take longer to
heat. At warmer temperatures, you
should expect faster heat-up times.
• Airflow around the IBC can increase
the loss of heat. For optimal and
consistent heat-up performance a
warm and draught-free environment
is recommended.

Troubleshooting

If your customer is not getting the results
they expect, there is often a simple solution.
Key points to check include:
• Is the heater the correct voltage for the
region? If a 120V heater has been supplied
to a 220-240V region it is very important
not to plug it in. It will run very hot and may
damage the liner bag and/or product.
• Is the power supply operating correctly?
Check RCDs/GFCIs.
• Is the adapter lead correctly rated?
• Is the ambient temperature close to the
thermostat temperature?
Argus Heating has many years of experience
in the design and manufacture of heating
solutions. Contact us if you have any questions
regarding the use of foil heaters. We’re here
to help you to get a good result.
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Torn aluminium
on the heater
can be patched
with adhesive
aluminium foil
before the heater is
installed in the IBC.
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Module 5

After sales support
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The IBC
Foil Heater
Handbook

Specialists in element
design and manufacture

The Foil Heater Handbook provides
a full set of instructions and best
practice guidelines to achieve safe,
reliable, and effective results from
Argus Heating’s single-trip foil
heaters.

IBC Foil Heater Handbook
Guidelines for use and safety

It should be your first port of
call for any questions regarding
installation, handling, or testing.
Hard copies are available for
distribution to your customers.
TER
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Argus Heating Ltd | Inventors of the IBC foil heater

Online
portal

A customer portal can be
accessed through the Argus
Heating website.
Look for the ‘Customer Log-in’
link in the website footer.
At the moment the portal
provides access to an online
version of the IBC Foil Heater
Handbook. We provide digital
access this way so that updates
and improvements can be
easily rolled out to users.
Future plans for the portal
include further customisation
to provide access to
additional documentation
and resources.
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Email any of the team at Argus Heating
to request access to the online portal.
You will be sent a unique log-in.
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Other
documentation
and support

F247

SpaceKraft Heat Blanket 2000015
Product specification sheet

Argus Heating can provide a
range of product documentation
and training material to support
SpaceKraft’s sales and technical
teams to achieve consistent and
reliable results for your heated IBC
customers.

Specification
Date
Part number

20 June 2019
F247

Description

F/H SKT 52°C 2000015 1.2kW 120V

Size

Foil Heater
960 mmSingle-Trip
x 870 mm (37.8”
x 34.3”)

Output

1200 W at 120 V, 50/60 Hz

Voltage range

110 – 120 V

Current

9.9 A at 120V

SPECIFICATION SHEET

F247
Minimum 11.5 Ω, Maximum 13.3 Ω
Resistance
Foil Heater SpaceKraft 52°C 2000015 1.2kW 120V
Thermostats

Product: 52°C (126°F) self-resetting thermostat
Over-temperature: 62°C (144°F) self-resetting temperature limiter

Electric single-trip heater for use in the base ofConstruction
a SpaceKraftLaminations
IBC to ofheat
Kraft paper and aluminium foil. Silicone rubber insulated heating cable. 16
AWG (1.3 mm ) 3-core flex, 1825 mm (72”) minimum length, moulded IEC 60320 C14
products that can thicken or solidify during transportation and
storage.
appliance
plug.
2

Version date
16 July 2020

Drawing
Drawing

Labels
Flex label

Part number

Outer packaging labels

F247
Description
F/H SKT 52°C 2000015 1.2kW 120V
Size
1 per 24 off (carton)

960 mm x 870 mm (37.8” x 34.3”)
Output
1200 W at 120 V, 50/60 Hz

• Product specification sheets,
graphics, images, and labels
• Posters highlighting key product
information or procedures
• Sales ‘explainer’ video and
product best practice videos

Voltage range
110 – 120V
Nominal current

1 per 240 off (pallet)

9.9 A at 120V
Resistance

Power cord label

Minimum 11.5 Ω Maximum 13.3 Ω
Thermostats
 Product: 52 °C (126 °F) bi-metallic selfresetting thermostat


Maximum: 62 °C (144 °F) bi-metallic selfresetting temperature limiter

Construction
 Laminations of craft paper and aluminium foil.


Silicone rubber insulated heating cable.



16 AWG (1.0 mm2) 3-core flex 1825 mm (72”)
minimum length.



Moulded IEC 60320 C14 appliance plug.

© Argus Heating Limited. 211 Maces Road, Bromley, Christchurch 8062, New Zealand. PO Box 24 363, Christchurch 8642, New Zealand.
T: +64 3 381 1363 F: +64 3 381 1063 E: sales@argusheating.co.nz www.argusheating.co.nz

• Trade show support if required
– either in terms of product
literature or on-stand support

Incident
response

Chain of communication for a customer incident
End user contacts SpaceKraft
regarding an incident
SpaceKraft attempts to resolve issue
(initial response)
If unable to resolve, SpaceKraft
contacts Argus Heating (escalation)
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Review user manual,
testing, and best practice
procedures

Argus investigates the incident and
communicates with SpaceKraft
(investigation)

Quarantine the heater for
return to Argus Heating.
Provide details of incident
including product being
heated, location, heater
serial number.

SpaceKraft communicates findings to
end-user to resolve the issue. Argus
assists with further training or support
if required (resolution)

Site visit and/or further
filler and end user training
may be required
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